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in the Nile, and several species of torpedoes,
one of which is sometimes found on the east-
ern coast of the United States, are electric.
ELECTRIC EEL
The seat of the four organs that give the
shock is helieved to be on the under side of
the tail. After a few discharges, the current
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ELECTRIC CATFISH
is weakened, and an interval of rest is re-
quired for a new storage of force.
ELECTRIC BATTERY, a device for gen-
erating electric current by chemical action.
Technically, a single unit as described below
is a cell, while several used together con-
stitute a battery. A cell which will gener-
ate a current can be made from pieces of any
two different metals, or of a metal and car-
bon, the electrodeSj and a glass or porcelain
cup containing a solution, the electrolyte,
which will act chemically on one of the
plates. Any of the common acids, bases, or
salts may be used to make up the electrolyte.
Of course, certain combinations of elec-
trodes and electrolyte give more current, or
deliver current longer than others.
Simple Cells. Simple cells for experi-
mentation are usually made by stirring about
a tablespoonful of concentrated sulphuric
acid slowly into a glass of water (never
the reverse), and inserting a strip of copper
and one of zinc into the solution. If the
upper ends of the two strips or electrodes
are connected by a wire, an electric current
will flow through the wire. This current can
be detected by connecting one piece of bare
copper wire to each plate and touching both
wires to the tongue at the same time without
allowing them to tonch each other. A pecu-
liar taste will be noticed, which is due to the
chemical action of the current. Another de-
vice for detecting- a small current from an
experimental cell may be made by suspend-
ing a magnetic needle or compass needle in-
sicte a coil of wire which stands on edge in
 a    north-and-south    direction.      See    gal-
vanometer.
Careful examination will show that, in the
simple cell described above, the zinc has a
negative charge, and the copper is positively
charged. It is customary to consider the cur-
rent as flowing1 from the copper, or positive,
electrode to the zinc. However, it is now
known that the negative charges, or electrons,
move and are thus, in reality, passing through
the wire from zinc to copper because of the
electrical pressure or electro-motive force
due to their abundance on the zinc plate.
But how did so many electrons get on the
zinc? "Wide observation shows that the nega-
tive plate of: a cell is always used up by
chemical action as the current is being pro-
duced. In a zinc-copper-sulphuric acid cell,
the zinc disappears and a now compound,
zinc sulphate, is found in the solution.
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A  SIMPLE   BATTEJRY
OR   CEkL
It can be further shown that the zinc
atoms in the zine sulphate have a positive
charge. The action of the electrolyte on the
zinc is therefore thought to cause the atoms
of zinc to go into solution as positively
charged part-
icles, or ions,
each one leav-
ing some nega-
tive electricity
on the zinc
plate. When
the connections
between the
plates are
made, the elec-
trons pass a-
round to the
copper plate,
because of the
low electrical
pressure there.
During the time the current is passing,
bubbles of a gas, hydrogen, can be seen form-
ing on the copper. These come from the hy-
drogen ions of the sulphuric acid, which have
been discharged by receiving electrons from
the copper plate. Some material is always
deposited on the positive plate. Very often
it is hydrogen. The bubbles of hydrogen in
this case interfere with the flow of current,
and are said to polarize the cell. Many cells
furnish a large current when first u$ed, but
the current soon dies down because of polar-
ization.
Impurities in the zinc used for a simple

